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St. Elizabeth School of Nursing is where ordinary people become extraordinary 
nurses. For 125 years, we have focused on just one thing–nursing. Our holistic 
curriculum offers hands-on learning experiences. Small classes foster personal 
connections. Graduates leave primed for their aspired career–the career that, 
perhaps, chose them.Virginia Klinker
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In a pleasant coincidence that some may call fate, the 

National League for Nursing has named 2022 the Year of 

the Nurse Educator—just as we at St. Elizabeth School 

of Nursing continue to celebrate our 125th year as an 

institution devoted to nursing education. 

This issue stands as our tribute to the Year of the 

Nurse Educator, both for St. Elizabeth School of 

Nursing's proud pedigree as well as for nurse educators 

everywhere. This role is one of the most critical in all of 

healthcare but also one of the most often overlooked. 

The stories written in these pages aim to remedy 

that oversight. In "Lady with the Lamp," you'll find a 

retelling of Florence Nightingale's accomplishments in 

nursing education and how this exceptional individual 

revolutionized the world's approach to training 

competent nurses. Then, in "Passing the Torch: The Year 

of the Nurse Educator," you'll discover the bigger picture 

of how nursing education institutions have evolved in the 

United States, and you’ll get a look at some of the bigger 

figures who helped shape its trajectory. Finally, in "The 

World Needs More Nurses," you'll learn how recruiting 

more nurse educators is the key to inoculating our 

society against a shortage of qualified caregivers. 

Undoubtedly, you'll notice a common theme shared 

among these three editorials: an idea that we've dubbed 

"The Call Beyond the Call." This notion speaks to the 

need for experienced nurses to step up and step into the 

role of nurse educators, so they may pass their hard-won 

knowledge to nursing's next generation. As we know, 

The Lamp reaches St. Elizabeth alumni who have 

accumulated decades of experience and skill, so we 

hope this issue will inspire some of you to consider 

passing down your expertise through the classroom. 

As one of this issue's stories states: The world needs 

nurses like never before, but for that to happen, it first 

needs more qualified nurse educators. And who, I ask, 

is more qualified to pass along the gift of care than an 

experienced alum of St. Elizabeth School of Nursing? 

 
Sincerely,

Michelle L. Gerrety, EdD, MSN, RN
St. Elizabeth School of Nursing Director

Passing the Torch: 
Year of the Nurse Educator
Nursing education’s most notable 
developments
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Nightingale had a gift for navigating the limitations 
that were placed on women at the time. In one 
particular feat of boldness, she broke the convention 
of nurses leaving soldiers’ bedsides by nightfall, 
preferring to patrol the hospital with a lantern to 
ensure no patient suffered through the night. This 
practice earned her the famous nickname, “The Lady 
with the Lamp.” 

As survival rates skyrocketed at the hospital, 
Nightingale quickly accrued a reputation both as a 
shrewd administrator and a compassionate healer. 
Back in Britain, word spread of the "Lady with 
the Lamp" who was reforming healthcare on the 

frontlines of Crimea to astounding effect. 
A drawing of the stately Nightingale 

with her iconic lantern was 
circulated in newspapers alongside 

reports of her accomplishments, 
and people from all of 
London's social classes fell in 
love with her story. 

Florence Nightingale the nurse educator
England greeted Nightingale as a celebrity upon her 
return from Crimea. She quickly put her newfound 
status and adoration to good use, petitioning the 
government to implement further reform in the 
military’s healthcare system. She also applied for a 
grant to open her own nursing school, and she was 
met with enthusiastic approval. Now Nightingale was 
able to imprint all she had learned in Crimea upon 
fresh and eager minds. 

The quality of education that Nightingale’s school 
offered set a new standard in the field. Nightingale 
also used her experiences in Crimea as the basis for 
her instructional book, Notes on Nursing, published 
in 1859. The ripples of this book are still felt today in 
modern nursing education, and rest assured that a 
copy can be found in St. Elizabeth’s School of Nursing 
library. 

Aside from the vast amount of practical advice 
contained in its pages, Notes on Nursing’s portrayal 
of nursing as a science and a craft forever changed 
how the profession was perceived. Almost single-

handedly, Nightingale had legitimized 
nursing in the eyes of the world. 

Nightingale’s story is so incredible for several 
reasons. When she first heard the call to 
nursing, Nightingale answered it despite 
overwhelming pushback from society. Then, 
after she had already accomplished more 
within the profession than anyone thus far, she 
answered the call beyond the call and became 
a nurse educator for the next generation. 
Nightingale’s legacy is an example we hold dear 

at St. Elizabeth School of Nursing, and we believe 
comparable figures will arise from the quality of 
nursing education we deliver within our walls. 

The Lady 
with the 
Lamp
Celebrating Florence 
Nightingale’s contributions 
to nursing education 

In 2020, the world celebrated Florence 
Nightingale’s contributions to nursing as 
part of the Year of the Nurse. Two years 
later, 2022 has been declared the Year of the 
Nurse Educator, and, once again, we honor 
Nightingale’s monumental contributions to 
the field. 

Although better known as an icon of nursing 
in general, Nightingale’s long career saw 
her make the shift from practicing nurse to 
nurse educator. Her writings, methods and 
principles helped forever redefine the way the 
world trained new nurses. Her work is one 
of the great cornerstones that St. Elizabeth 
School of Nursing continues to build upon 
today. 

Please enjoy this brief overview of Florence 
Nightingale’s life and career. Her story is 
an inspiration to anyone looking to make 
an impact on the world as a nurse or nurse 
educator.

Before the call 

Nightingale wanted to be a nurse from a young age 
but heeding this call was a different story in her 
time. In the aristocratic heart of England’s Victorian 
era, nursing was seen as a low-status profession, 
but Nightingale belonged to a wealthy, upper-class 
family. 

In her early adulthood, Nightingale caught the eye 
of a respected politician: Lord Richard Monckton 
Milnes, the Baron of Great Houghton. Nightingale’s 
friends, family and social circle placed enormous 
pressure on her to accept the baron’s marriage 
proposal and act in the role of a statesman’s wife. It 
was a role that many women living in the time period 
would have dreamt of having, but for Nightingale, it 
simply wouldn’t do. She’d heard the call to nursing, 
and she refused to ignore it. Instead, she rejected 
the proposal and set out to pursue her own path. 

Florence Nightingale the nurse 

With nursing education options scarce in 
England at the time, Nightingale traveled to 
Germany for formal training. Afterwards, she 
returned home and began work as a nurse in a 
London hospital. Just one year later, in 1854, 
Nightingale volunteered to serve as a nurse in 
Crimea, where England was engaged in a war 
against Russian forces. 

Nightingale was shocked by what she witnessed 
at the English-occupied hospital in Crimea. Sick 
and wounded soldiers overwhelmed the facility’s 
small staff. The building’s plumbing system was 
nonfunctional with rarely-changed chamber pots 
serving as its replacement. Instead of proper 
hospital beds, mattresses were strewn across the 
building’s filthy floors, their sheets allowed to 
go uncleaned and their insides riddled with lice. 
Amputations were performed out in the open 
while other patients looked on in horror. 

With an eye for detail that balanced human 
compassion with clinical reality, Nightingale 
compiled intricate reports on the hospital’s 
conditions, smashing through layers of 
bureaucracy to demand better treatment 
for her patients. Her superiors heard her 
demands, and soon, Nightingale was 
overseeing an entire overhaul of the 
Crimean hospital, including its 
operational policies and 
sanitation practices. 

Florence Nightingale and her 
book Notes on Nursing
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"The most important practical lesson that 
can be given to nurses is to teach them what to 

observe, how to observe, what symptoms indicate 
improvement, what the reverse, which are of 

importance, which are of none, which are the evidence of 
neglect, and of what kind of neglect."

- Florence Nightingale, NOTES ON NURSING
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Luncheon   
and  125th   Anniversary  Celebration

JOIN US FOR OUR

12:00 P.M. – 2:00 P.M.

Saturday, October 15, 2022

RSVP by filling out and returning the enclosed remittance card or by 
contacting Cindy Benner at cindy.benner@franciscanalliance.org 
or (765) 423-6810.

St. Elizabeth School of Nursing
1501 Hartford Street, Lafayette, IN

Please RSVP by October 10

Alumni Luncheon 125th Anniversary
Open House

2:00 P.M. – 4:30 P.M.

Why did you want to become a nurse?

I had a great experience in the hospital when I 
delivered my children. The nurses and healthcare 
providers were wonderful. That was what got me on 
the road to healthcare. It took a while, but once the 
kids were out of the house, I took the opportunity 
to go back to school for a nursing degree. 

Why did you choose St. Elizabeth School of 
Nursing? 

I looked at all the institutions in my area and decided 
that St. Elizabeth was the best fit for me. I met 
with Anita Reed in admissions and had a great talk 
with her. I liked the facility, and the fact that all my 
classes transferred was a huge plus. 

What was your favorite memory from nursing 
school?

I think overall it was the group work. Working 
independently with classmates, getting to know 
them better and forging stronger bonds—that’s 
always nice. In lectures and clinicals, you don’t really 
get the opportunity to talk and get to know each 
other, but when you’re put into groups to manage 
your own projects, that’s when you really make 
those special memories with your classmates. 

What was the toughest part about nursing school? 

The exams. You need to have an eighty percent or 
above to pass your class, and if you’re just hovering 
at that seventy-nine percent mark in the middle of 
the term and there’s a big exam ahead of you, that’s 
a lot of pressure to do well.

What are you doing now that you have graduated?

I was offered a job at Franciscan Health Lafayette 
East in labor and delivery. Like I said, delivering my 
children was the catalyst that eventually brought 
me to St. Elizabeth, so it’s great that I’m starting 
my new career in the exact area of nursing I 
wanted. 

Why does that area of nursing interest you? 

Newborns are so innocent. They’re usually born 
in good health. It’s a moment when people are 
happy to be at the hospital. It’s just such a positive 
experience for everyone involved. 

What advice would you give to new students or 
someone who’s thinking about going to nursing 
school?

It’s not easy. You need to be dedicated to nursing. 
You need to make sure this is what you want to do 
and are willing to put in the effort to succeed. 

What do you think about the educators at St. 
Elizabeth? 

I served on the curriculum council for St. 
Elizabeth, and I like that whenever students bring 
input to a meeting, the faculty are extremely 
receptive. More than once, I’ve seen students 
bring suggestions to meetings that faculty 
implemented that same week. You don’t usually 
see that level of willingness to work with students 
in other institutions. 

Carla Onken was a non-traditional student at St. 
Elizabeth School of Nursing, already having received 
her Master of Education degree and achieved a 
successful career in the teaching field. After her 
children moved out of the house, Carla decided the 
time was right to pursue her dream of becoming a 
nurse. She graduated in July of this year. 

Student spotlight
Carla Onken
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Barbara Gapen Parsons graduated from St. 
Elizabeth School of Nursing in 1975. In 2017—after 
many years of service in the field—she received 
a Daisy Award which recognizes extraordinary 
nurses. Now retired, Barb looks back on her 
nursing career with pride as she continues to be a 
compassionate caregiver to members of her family. 

Why did you want to become a nurse? 
Back in the day when I was in high school, the main jobs 
for women were schoolteacher, secretary or nurse. Of 
those three, nursing really spoke to me the most, so 
that’s what I chose. 

Why did you choose St. Elizabeth School of Nursing?
I learn best by doing. Of course, you need the bookwork 
side of things too, but the hands-on aspect of St. 
Elizabeth was what really stood out to me. Also, the 
tuition was affordable, and it was close enough to home 
to be convenient. 

What fond memories do you have from your time as a 
student at St. Elizabeth? 
We were still in the old dorms back then with that old 
elevator—a lot of history there! I remember we learned 
a way to sneak out using the elevator. The ladies who 
checked you out couldn’t hear very well, so we’d use the 
elevator to get down to the basement then go up the 
stairs to sneak past them. I also remember we had just one 
payphone per floor, and there was always a long line to 
use it. Then sometimes it would ring late at night and the 
opposite would happen: nobody wanted to get out of bed 
to answer the phone! 

What advice would you give prospective St. Elizabeth 
students? 

Get some extra experience on the floors as a student 
nurse. Get active on councils and give feedback to 
educators. Take responsibility for your own education 
and future. 

If you hadn’t been a nurse, what would you have been? 
A veterinarian. You couldn’t be a woman and get into vet 
school at the time I was going into college. If that path 
had been open to me, I probably would have chose that 
as my career. I love animals big and small and care about 
wildlife. Funny enough, I ended up marrying a farmer and 
cared for a lot of animals anyway.

What did you like most about being a nurse? 
I liked my area. I was a good ICU nurse. I liked having 
pulmonary cardiology patients, renal patients, dialysis 
patients—I liked the variety, and I liked bonding with 
families in their time of need.  

 

Barb Parsons
Class of July 1975

ALUMNI 
SPOTLIGHT

Anita Reed, MSN, RN
Nursing Admissions Officer, 

Department Chair, Community Health Practice, 
Associate Professor Nursing

FACULTY
SPOTLIGHT

What does your past work experience in nursing look 
like? 

At first, I worked nights of course, as all new grads do. I worked 
at Jasper County Hospital from 1976 to 1978. Across the street 
was a family clinic, and I ended up working there next for over 11 
years. After that, I was a school nurse with all the ups and downs 
that come from dealing with parents. It was great hours. I got to 
work at the same school as my own kids, but after two years, I 
was ready for a change. That’s when I moved on to working as a 
nursing educator.  

What do you teach at St. Elizabeth? 

I teach fundamentals—the first two fundamental nursing 
courses for new nursing students. Vital signs, transferring, 
medication, head-to-toe assessments and so on. Nutrition 
and growth and development are topics I lecture on. I also 
teach a community and family health promotion course 
for third-year students. Aside from teaching, I also do 
admissions and recruiting for St. Elizabeth. 

What advice would you give to a new nursing student? 

Jump right in. Get all the experience you can get. I always 
tell new students that it's great to have a part-time 
healthcare job while you’re in school so you get involved 
as much as possible. Not a lot of hours, but enough to 
immerse yourself in this world and become familiar with 
using medical terminology. When you do that, it’s just all 
the more experience you gain. 

What do you think the future holds for nursing and 
nursing education? What types of trends do you think 

we’ll see? 

The calling card of our program at St. Elizabeth is hands-on 
experience and clinical hours right from the first semester. I 
think that’s the trend we’ll see in nursing education overall 
as time goes on. The hands-on experience that our students 
receive is highly sought after by employers. They love that 
our grads can hit the ground running. 

What makes you proud as a nurse educator? What 
moments stand out from your career? 

I just love seeing the light bulbs going off when a student 
finally “gets it.” It might be the student is performing a 
hands-on procedure and they look at me, knowing they 
contaminated their scalpel, and I say “try again.” And 
then you see a big smile come across their face as they fix 
their mistake and do it correctly and say, “I got it!” Those 
moments of students improving and being successful and 
building confidence are so special. 

You’re retiring in December of this year. How do you 
plan to spend your newly found free time? 

My husband and I have big plans. We’ve bought a new truck 
and camper, and we are driving to Arizona to camp and 
make little day trips from one area to the next. We plan on 
doing that for a whole month—if the wildfires in that state 
don’t take over first!

A cornerstone of the institution, Anita Reed has been a 
member of the St. Elizabeth School of Nursing faculty for 
31 years. She first graduated from Ball State University 
School of Nursing in November 1976 and went on to get 
her master’s degree in Community Family Health from 
Valparaiso University in 1995. She will be retiring from 
St. Elizabeth this December, leaving behind a legacy of 
impact that will never be forgotten. 

Why did you first decide to pursue nursing?

I was a little girl who liked dolls and taking care of people. 
I was always sticking bandages on my friends. I just knew 
from the age of three that nursing was exactly what I 
wanted to do. 
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Early nursing education in the United States
In large part, the Civil War highlighted the need for formalized nursing 
education and public practice—especially for women. Before that, women 
were mostly relegated to the role of private nurses. These private practice 
professionals would be trained by years of experience taking care of family 
members rather than by official institutions. 

The Civil War, however, revealed a dire need for more assistance in the 
medical profession. Serendipitously, Florence Nightingale had recently risen to 
fame in England, imprinting the public with a new perception of women in the 
role as capable professionals.

More ripples of Nightingale’s work reached America’s shores in 1872 when 
the New England Hospital for Women and Children opened a formal nurse 
training program that shared similar principles to the ones Nightingale had 
established. Just one year later, Nightingale’s principles would be wielded 
more directly by three “Nightingale schools” opening across the country: 
the New York Training School at Bellevue Hospital, the Connecticut 
Training School at New Haven Hospital and the Boston Training School at 
Massachusetts General Hospital.

These programs proved popular, and their success would bring waves of new 
nursing schools opening across the country. One notable example was St. 
Elizabeth School of Nursing, which was opened by the Sisters of Perpetual 
Adoration in 1897.

New standards for nursing education
In the early days of nursing education, two distinctly different approaches 
clashed. One school of thought proposed that hospitals should train their 
own nurses to suit each facility's unique needs and standards. This approach, 
however, required nurses to be bound to the hospital that trained them for 
their entire careers. If they did change hospitals, they would find that their 
training didn’t prepare them for their new facility.

The notion of working your entire career at a single hospital was not 
uncommon in this era. Travel was difficult, and people generally stayed in the 
communities they grew up in. Even St. Elizabeth originated as a school to train 
members of the Sisters of St. Francis order, specifically. 

Still, another school of thought concerning the structure of nursing 
education—the paradigm presented by Florence Nightingale and her 
contemporaries—suggested that nursing schools should be their own separate 
institutions striving toward universal standards of practice. This would allow 
nurses to go where they were needed (such as field hospitals in times of 
war) and meet widespread expectations. In the end, Nightingale’s education 
structure won out and, as the profession matured, organizations were formed 
to establish universal standards. 

In 1893, The American Society of Superintendents of Training Schools for 
Nurses was formed with the mission of standardizing nurse training, but it 
would take several decades until their proposed accreditation standards for 
nursing programs became mainstream. By then, in 1938, this organization had 
been rebranded to the name we all know and 
trust: The National League for Nursing.

The National League for Nursing (NLN) 
has declared 2022 the Year of the Nurse 

Educator, stating: “Frontline healthcare 
workers have been deservedly heralded as 
heroes during the nearly two-year battle 
against COVID-19 while, less visibly, nurse 
educators have made it possible for nurses to 
deliver everything from lifesaving emergency 
services to end-of-life care.”

The NLN’s statement really captures the 
importance of the nurse educator role. 
Likewise, at St. Elizabeth School of Nursing, 
we often talk about “answering the call,” or 
setting out on the journey to become a skilled 
nurse. But who makes that journey possible? 
When a compassionate soul is summoned to 
this sacred line of work, who’s the operator 
answering the phone to connect them to their 
calling? The answer, of course, is none other 
than the nurse educator: the bridge between 
nursing student and healthcare expert.

The history of nursing education is as rich 
and textured as the profession itself. Looking 
back on the field's notable developments, 
institutions and overall spirit of progress, it's 
clear that nurse educators make compassionate 
care possible.

Continue Reading

Passing the Torch:

Year of the 
Nurse Educator
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The Civil War begins, and 

soldier deaths from poor 

field hospital conditions 

reveal the need for more 

trained nurses.

A wave of “Nightingale schools” 

styled after Florence Nightingale's 

principles begin opening in 

America with the New York 

Training School, the Connecticut 

Training School and the Boston 

Training School.

The American Society of 

Superintendents of Training 

Schools for Nurses is 

formed with the mission 

of standardizing nurse 

training. This organization would 

later become the National League 

for Nursing (NLN).

The first nursing doctorate 

program is created by the 

Teacher’s College of Columbia 

University.

The New England Hospital 

for Women and Children 

becomes America’s first 

institution for formal 

nurse training.

Institutions around the country 

begin to accept the national 

accreditation standards proposed 

by the NLN.

Atlanta’s Spelman College 

becomes the first school on 

record established to train 

African-American women as 

nurses.

The Sisters of Perpetual 

Adoration begin their 

nursing education ministry 

in Lafayette, Indiana, 

opening the institution 

that would eventually 

become St. Elizabeth 

School of Nursing.

Major Movements in Nursing Education

Florence Nightingale (1820-1910)
Although most famous as the world’s first model nurse, Nightingale only practiced 
nursing directly in the field for less than three years. The rest of her legacy was 
devoted to the standards, training and principles of the profession. Learn more 
about her influence on nursing education in “The Lady With the Lamp” on page 6.

Lystra Eggert Gretter (1858-1951)
As a Canadian-born woman who eventually made her way to the United States, 
Gretter did a lot to carry the torch Nightingale had lit for the nursing profession. 
Among many other contributions, Gretter led the charge in shifting nursing 
education from a one-year apprenticeship model to the multi-year academic study 
we’re familiar with today. She also took direct inspiration from Nightingale to 
establish the “Nightingale Pledge,” an oath of ethics and conduct that many new 
nursing graduates still swear today.

Estelle Massey Osbourne (1901-1981)
Raised in a family with ten other siblings, Osbourne initially pursued a teaching 
career before hearing the call to become a nurse. Eventually, her two professional 
interests would merge into one when she earned her Master of Education and 
went on to become Harlem Hospital School of Nursing’s first Black instructor. She 
is remembered as one of modern nursing’s trailblazers and as a figure who helped 
combat racism in healthcare.

Margretta Madden Styles (1930-2005)
Fondly referred to as the “Mother of Nurse Credentialing,” Styles was a prolific 
writer and leader whose works helped reshape nursing on an institutional level. 
She received a doctorate in education from the University of Florida and used her 
experience as a nurse educator to push for new standards in nursing accreditation. 
Her impact was so great that every year on March 9—Dr. Styles’ birthday—we 
celebrate Certified Nurses Day to honor her life and accomplishments.
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The present and future of nursing education
As we reflect on the history of nursing education and all who contributed to its development, we also 
look forward to what the future holds. With our hands-on approach, cutting-edge technology and 
commitment to compassionate care, St. Elizabeth School of Nursing is preparing nurses for the needs 
of today and tomorrow alike. 

Through the guidance and support of our nursing educators, alumni and donors, our school continues 
to provide the best possible education to our students. While our curriculum will undoubtedly change 
over the years to address new challenges in healthcare, our gratitude for those who support our 
ongoing mission will always be present. 

History’s Most Notable Nurse Educators
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Johnson, Sophie Kanosky, Madiliene Kilby, Clarise 
Koffi, Sarah Lenehan, Andrea Long, Pamela Valencia 
Macias, Whitney Marsh, Cole Martin, Chloe Miller, Kate 
Morgan, Samantha Morganflash, Emma Nelson, Emma 
Nielsen, Jordyn Satchell, Savanah Sharpless, Karissa 
Sprinter, Barbara Stacey, Ashlea Thornbrough and 
Kaitlyn Violi

Hunter Ryan Memorial Scholarship:
Carrington Headdy

Indiana Center for Nursing Scholarship:
Chandelle Valdizon, Cole Martin, Barbara Stacey and 
Ashlea Thornbrough 

Jacqueline Bahler, BSN, RN Nursing Scholarship:
Tyler Dearing

In 1951, a seventeen-year-old from a small town in northern Indiana 
stepped off the bus to begin her path to becoming a St. Elizabeth 

graduate. Sharon was introduced to medicine by her grandfather, a 
veterinarian, by accompanying him on farm visits and assisting with 
various medical procedures. As the oldest of ten children, she was 
also caring for younger siblings while she herself was still very 
young. This stirred her passion for helping others, and that 
same spirit has continued all her life.

Sharon loved her time at St. Elizabeth School of 
Nursing, appreciating the wisdom and instruction of 
the nuns while making several lifelong friendships 
with fellow students. Meeting her future husband 
at a St. Elizabeth dance was an obvious highlight 
of her time at nursing school. Richard Haby, 
a young man pursuing a master’s degree in 
agriculture at Purdue University, became her 
husband just weeks before her graduation, 
and they were married for over 65 years. 
Although she served as a private-duty nurse 
in different settings, Sharon spent the 
majority of her life helping her husband in 
business and caring for their six children 
and 25 grandchildren. Always focused 
on others, Sharon is a nurse at heart 
and has helped many friends, family 
and neighbors through her nursing 
care and wisdom.

By establishing the Sharon Davis 
Haby Nursing Scholarship, she will 
also be helping the next generation 
of St. Elizabeth student. Thank you, 
Sharon and family! 

SCHOLARSHIP
SPOTLIGHT
Sharon Davis Haby
Nursing Scholarship

Scholarship Recipients

Sharon Davis Haby and scholarship 
recipient Samantha Morganflash

2022-2023
James & JoAnn Vorst Nursing Scholarship: 
Hannah Hiscox

Juanita Burnett Marchand Memorial Scholarship:
Hannah Gustus, Cassondra Jenkins, Macie Rothrock and 
Barbara Stacey

Mabel Knight General Scholarship:
Nick Ahlbrand, Chloe Alward, Bailey Burns, Kennedy Houser, 
Jenna Jenkins, Ashlan Johnson, Sophie Kanosky, Andrea 
Long, Cole Martin, Emma Nielsen, Makayla Peterson, Emma 
Provancal and Kaci Wood

Marcia Lynn Wykoff Nursing Scholarship:
Alyssa Hartman

Nola J. Gentry Nursing Scholarship:
Daphne Doson, Emma Nelson and Nick Ahlbrand

Sharon Davis Haby Nursing Scholorship:
Samantha Morganflash

Simek Nursing Scholarship:
Savanah Sharpless 

St. Clare Medical Center Nursing Scholarship:
Lindsey Ballinger, Shelbi Henry, Andrea Long
and Emily Sennett

Stuart Nursing Scholarship:
Madelyn Crace, Kyann Dyer, Pamela Valencia Macias, Savanah 
Sharpless, Charlize Rice and Paige Horine

Susan Oesterling Whitaker Nursing Scholarship:
Madisyn Miller and Morgan Gillen

Thomas R. Schilli Nursing Scholarship:
Sarah Lenehan 

William and Martha Fancher Nursing Scholarship:
Amanda Barker, Maria Diego Francisco, Shelbi Henry, Clarise 
Koffi, Chloe Miller, Brianna Parsons, Antoinette Pruitt, Madison 
Richardson, Ashlea Thornbrough and Kaitlyn Violi

Wilson Family Scholarship:
Tyler Dearing and Ashley Spence
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Donate today and lend your support 
to the next generation of nurses

steson.org/content/125-year-anniversary
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• Kristel Amos-Johnson
• Heather Askren
• Jacqueline Bahler
• Lindsey Baker
• John & Judy Baldwin
• Dorothy Seedorf Ball
• Ingrid Bannon
• Susan Bayless
• John M. Bell
• Cindy Benner
• Mary Lou Bennett
• Valerie Beyrouty
• Dr. Michael Bittles
• Andrea Blissitt
• Toni Bluemke
• Ruth Bohs
• Eldora Bonges
• Rachel Bowman
• Phil Boyer
• Jane Bremer
• Audra Brennan
• Carol Brown
• Kathryn Brown
• Margene Brown
• Marie Bruhn
• Delores Burnworth
• Gwen Butler
• LeRoy Carey
• Kris Carlile
• Zoetta Carlson
• Samantha Carney
• Marty Case
• Catholic Women's 

Study Club
• Jean Catron
• Corrine Chapman
• Tonya Collado
• Janis Cooper
• Kaitlyn Crouch
• Theresa Crowder
• Martha Curd
• Jeff Davidson
• Shelly Davidson
• Bill & Sarah Davis
• Bob & Michelle 

Dearing
• Mary Ellen Deck
• Tom & Lisa Decker
• Kara DeFabritis
• Eric & Julie Demerly
• Ned Derhammer
• Daniel & Jacqueline 

Dexter
• Kimberly Dhuyvetter
• Tom & Susan 

Dinkledine

• Eugene Ditullio
• Joyce Dost
• Eloise Dowell
• Audra Dozier
• Valorie Dunn
• Cindy Eaton
• Cynthia Eaton
• Norma Jean Eberhard
• Robert & Jennifer Eberly
• Linda Emberton
• Constance Etter
• Rosalie Etter
• Michael Faith
• Martha Fancher
• Mary Lou Farrell-Jones
• Constance Farrell
• Mary (Joan) Farrell
• Shelley Farrester
• Joe & Beth Faulkner
• Gloria Ferguson
• Noelle Flink
• Sylvia Fong
• Franciscan Health Auxiliary 

Lafayette
• Phyllis Gambill
• Jason & Susan Geddes
• Mark Genda
• Dr. Michelle & Joseph Gerrety
• Kristin Gick
• Janet Gilday
• Kyle Gillam
• Gregory Gilman
• Gary Grice
• Guardian Medical Monitoring
• Winthrop Gustafson
• Lynette Gwinn
• Rosemary Haan
• Sharon Haby
• Steven & Diane Haby
• Dallas Hallberg
• Beth Harrison
• Rose Hayes
• Laura Hayworth
• Veneta Hazlewood
• Kathryn Heath
• Tressa Heath
• Dr. Lee Henderson
• Melissa Herrin
• Donna Highland
• Mary Hobaugh
• Pamela Houston
• Joseph & Sandra Howarth
• Janet Howe
• Vicky Hrdy
• James Hubertz

• Mary Isaacs
• Julie Jacot
• Rebecca Jellison
• DeeAnn Jensen
• Lisa Jewett
• Serena Johnston
• Danielle Jorgenson
• Carol Kanney
• Samantha Kauffman
• Judith (Hays) Kay
• Henrietta Ket
• Randall Ket
• Alice Kilgore
• Adelaide King
• Jennifer Klinker
• Vic & Sheila Klinker
• Vince & Carol Klinker
• Carolyn Kolb
• James Krecek
• Kroger 
• Andrea Kuipers
• Norma Lachmund
• Mary Jane LaFond
• Kristina Lamb
• David Lawson
• Michele Lewis
• Mary Loner
• Jeff & Kelly Love
• Betty Jean Lowery
• Deborah Mahan
• Sharon Mannion
• Juanita Marchand
• Susanne Marcocha
• Diana Marion
• Richard Martin
• Amy Mattingly
• Dr. Cecilia L. May
• Jodi McClure
• Anne McCune
• Alice McEwen
• Hill McGraw
• McIlrath Enterprises
• Renee McIlrath
• Jenne McMillin
• Laura Meade
• Ross Merkel
• Jane Miller
• Maxine Miller
• Sharon Miller
• Doug & Nancy Mills
• Barbara Minatel
• Marlene Minnich
• Ann Minnicus
• Jacqueline Mitton
• Teresa Moller

• Renay Montalbano
• Patricia Mosier
• Jim Murray
• Patrick Murray
• Richard C. & Betty M. 

Nelson
• Charlotte Nickelson
• Katherine Niemoeller
• Julie Norris
• Ann Nufer
• Regina Nuseibeh
• James & Suzanne 

Oesterling
• Joseph & Lee 

Oesterling
• Juana Ortiz
• Patricia Owens
• Anthony Oxtoby
• Mary Pardue
• Barbara Parsons
• Sue Ellen Patterson
• Abbi Pena
• Pepsico
• Anna Pinkowski
• Megan Power
• Purdue Federal Credit 

Union
• A.K. Ramdas
• Dr. George Ramsey
• David Rankin
• Doug & Cheryl Ransom
• Judith Rausch
• Rose Reilly
• Kristen Resler
• John & Debbie Riley
• Cecilia Ritchie
• Richard Rolan
• Sharon Roos
• Daniel Rotunno
• Lisa Rund
• Brock & Jennifer 

Russell
• Marti Sackett
• Dana Sanyet
• Jane Sarver
• Thomas Schilli
• Julie Schleck
• Mary Schmuck
• Mary Nell Schmuck
• Pauline Schrader
• Margaretha Schroeder
• Sharon Schupbach
• Sharon Scott
• Kathryn Senft
• Clark & Nancy Sennett

• Shirley Settlemyre
• Linda Siersema
• Barbara Sigman
• Albert Smith
• Constance Smith
• Coral Smith
• Kathleen Spotts
• St. Clare Auxiliary 
• Jennifer Stallsmith
• Jo Sturgeon
• Dr. Timothy & Tina Tanselle
• Paula Taylor
• Vicki Tharp
• The Estate of Thomas Clark
• Riley Thompson
• Kathryn Tillema
• Sanundra Timmons
• Sarah Timmons
• Betty Townsend
• Brenna Tuite
• Jake & Sayde Uerkwitz
• Melanie Ulrich-Hall
• Patricia VanHoosier
• Etti Van Etten-Harms
• Howard Vice
• Constance Vogel
• James and JoAnn Vorst
• Norma Wakefield
• A.K Wallace
• Cindy Sue Walls
• Rob & Connie Walsman
• Capt. Sally Watlington USN 

(Ret.)
• Ann Webb
• Kimbra Weesner
• Rhonda Welker
• Debbie Wethington
• Glenda Wicks
• Sonja Wiegand
• Eugene Williams
• Terry & Annette Wilson
• Pamela Wise
• Lisa Wisler-Wright
• Robert Witaker
• Christy Woods
• Cole & Zachery Worley
• Louise Wortley
• Ronald Wright
• Chris Wykoff
• Cory Wykoff
• Gretchen Wykoff
• Dr. Daniel Yanicko
• Kathleen York
• Barbara Young

125th Campaign Donors

We are extremely grateful for the support from  
our alumni, faculty, families and friends. 

All gifts made to St. Elizabeth School of Nursing allow us to continue Christ’s 
healing ministry and make a lasting impact in the lives of our students.



problem years in the making 
In a sense, travel nurses earning so much more 
than their stationary counterparts in the United 
States is an issue not too dissimilar from one that 
has impacted the global nurse supply long before 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

In poorer areas of the world like Southeastern 
Asia and Eastern Europe, healthcare workers who 
achieve a level of training on par with international 
standards are faced with a difficult decision. 
Work visas in the healthcare field are plentiful 
and easily acquired—even here at home, the 
Indiana legislature recently approved a bill that 
simplified licensing to graduates of foreign nursing 
schools. Furthermore, wages for foreign nurses 
who move to the U.S. far exceed the wages that 
nurses receive in developing nations. This creates a 
“brain drain” effect on the healthcare ecosystems 

THE WORLD NEEDS 
MORE NURSES
Solving the global shortage of quality caregivers

There are approximately 28 million 
nurses in the world, and it's not nearly 
enough. With aging populations needing 
care just as a large chunk of the nursing 
workforce heads into retirement, the 
global healthcare system is moving 
toward a full-blown crisis if more nurses 
can't be found in time.

Even as rates of infection and death from 
COVID-19 continue to stabilize, the aftershocks 
of the pandemic continue to threaten the world's 
quality of healthcare. One such tremor to the 
system lies in the rate of registered nurses leaving 
the profession. According to a survey conducted 
in September 2021 by the American Association 
of Critical-Care Nurses, 66% of respondents 
were considering quitting nursing due to working 
conditions brought on by COVID-19. Another 
nursing poll conducted by Morning Consult 
revealed that a third of respondents were intent 
on leaving the profession by the end of 2022.

To combat the resulting waves of unfilled positions, 
many hospitals have resorted to contracting travel 
nurses at pay rates more than triple those of staff 
members in permanent positions. This move may 
have been necessary to maintain standards of care 

For more insight into the conditions 
nurses endured at the peak of the 
pandemic, see “COVID-19: The 
Formidable Foe" in The Lamp, 
Issue No. 2.

during the shortage, but the continuing disparity in 
compensation has left a bad taste in the mouths of 
many loyal, long-term nurses.

of these countries as the most accredited nurses 
leave home for better wages elsewhere, negatively 
impacting the quality of healthcare in the country 
being “drained.” 

The bright side of supply and demand
There’s a silver lining to this situation. More demand 
for nurses means that nurses, in return, can ask 
more from their employers. A survey conducted 
in late 2021 revealed a significant increase in the 
median salaries of nurses polled. Money isn’t 
everything, of course, but it can certainly add an 
incentive to push through challenging times.

Skilled nurses also have more opportunities 
around the world than ever before. It’s not much 
exaggeration to say that, in the current climate, a 
qualified and experienced nurse can find well-paying 
work nearly anywhere they want it. Whether a 
nurse wishes to live in sunny Florida, the heart of 
New York or even overseas in an exotic locale—
there’s almost certainly an institution in the area 
with positions to fill. And with a projected 13 million 
new nurses needed in the global workforce by 2030, 
this demand is unlikely to change anytime soon. 

The call beyond the call 
Solutions to the shortage can be found by 
addressing the problem at its source. A 2019 
study by the American Association of Colleges of 
Nursing (AACN) showed that limited class capacity 
due to a lack of instructors resulted in more than 
75,000 qualified applicants being rejected from 
nursing schools in that year alone. The takeaway 
from this statistic is simple: for the world to have 
an adequate supply of nurses, it first needs more 
nurse educators. 

In these times of healthcare scarcity, St. Elizabeth 
School of Nursing is proud to play a part in 
educating highly-qualified nurses. We’re honored 
by our excellent faculty and staff, our students and 
our alumni. And it is the last group, in particular, 
that we hope will consider the following message.

Once, years ago, you heard the call to nursing and 
answered it in stride. You have most likely been 
working ever since, doing noble work for those in 
need. If you ever feel like your time in this role is 
coming to an end, perhaps you’ll consider becoming 
qualified as a nurse educator in the future.

Ask any member of the St. Elizabeth faculty and 
they’ll tell you: the work you’ll do as a nurse 
educator can be some of the most fulfilling time 
you’ve ever put into a profession. Working with 
newcomers to nursing will teach you things you 
never knew about the medical field, people in 
general and—most of all—yourself.

Not everybody has the temperament for teaching 
but, dispositions aside, nobody is better equipped 
to become an impactful nurse educator than an 
experienced professional from St. Elizabeth School 
of Nursing stock. 

We hope you consider the classroom as a potential 
next chapter in your healthcare career. The world 
needs people like you and—who knows—maybe 
the halls of St. Elizabeth itself will be in need of new 
faculty by the time you’ve attained the necessary 
teaching credentials. One never knows what the 
future holds.  
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Looking 
for a new

opportunity?

Join us and experience a faith-based, 

stable environment with excellent 

benefits and opportunities for growth.

Franciscan Health is hiring!
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St. Elizabeth School of Nursing Alumni

Class Notes

Let us know where you've been and what you've been up to.
Do you have an accomplishment or milestone–personal or professional–that you 

want to share with your fellow St. Elizabeth School of Nursing alumni? Scan the QR 
code below or visit bit.ly/steson-alumni to access our Class Notes submission form. 

Submissions will be featured in future issues of The Lamp.

WHERE HAS YOUR NURSING CAREER TAKEN YOU?

Scan here

To submit information by phone, please 
contact Jennifer Eberly at (765) 423-6812.

2322

remember to DONATE old uniforms
We're looking for nursing uniforms and memorabilia from various eras to 

showcase at our alumni event and 125th anniversary celebration. 

If you are willing to share your old St. Elizabeth School of Nursing 
uniform or memorabilia, please contact Jennifer Eberly at

(765) 423-6812. Items will be returned to you after the event.



 St. Elizabeth School of Nursing 

1501 Hartford Street, Lafayette, IN 47904 
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